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Session Agenda & Key Questions

➔A Brief History of AI

➔AI Right Now

➔ Implications | Case 
Studies

➔The Future of AI

1. What are the 
opportunities and 
challenges of AI-driven 
tools in the higher 
education ecosystem?

2. What does teaching and 
learning look like if we 
were to explore or pilot 
AI uses in our courses? 



A Brief History of AI 







AI is part of our lives
● Do you engage in online shopping? 

● Do you use a smart speaker?

● Have you used online proctoring?

● Have you boarded a plane without a boarding pass?

● Have you used the handprint ID at Amazon Fresh?

● Who has a Roomba? 

● Do you use GPS?



AI Mischief or Art

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbJGTKQ2NII


AI Right Now



In-Class Presentations

Sample made (by Slidesgpt.com)

●Slidesgpt.com 
● SlidesAI.io 
● Elicit.org

https://slidesgpt.com/l/7uAC


Visuals

Made with Dall-E based 
on the prompt:

“Robots painting a 
picture on an easel on a 

college campus”

This person does not 
exist

https://this-person-does-not-exist.com/en
https://this-person-does-not-exist.com/en


Midjourney & Bias
Bart Everson of Xavier University submitted this prompt “create illustrations of a 
doctor, nurse, pilot and professor” to Midjourney and got similar results. Same thing 
happens in DALL-E 2.  



Audio

Descript



Identity Verification & More



Browser Integration



Example of AI Misuse
Intended Use
GRADE reviewed applications and assigned scores based on 
the likelihood of admission by a review committee. The goal 
was to reduce human time spent reviewing the increasing 
pile of applications, which GRADE did, cutting review time by 
74 percent.

Outcome
But the university dropped GRADE last year, agreeing that it 
had the potential to replicate superficial biases in the scoring 
— scoring up some applications not because they were good, 
but because they looked like the kinds of applications that 
had been approved in the past.

GRADE, the 
GRaduate 

ADmissions 
Evaluator

An AI evaluation 
system built and used 

by the graduate 
program in computer 

science at the 
University of Texas at 

Austin. 

https://twitter.com/UTCompSci/status/1333890167782957060


Implications | 
Case Studies



Exploration: Overview
● Six Teaching Scenarios for discussion in small groups

○ What pedagogical and ethical issues arise? 

○ How might you respond if you were the faculty in the scenario?  

○ How might you respond if you were the student in the scenario?

● Discussion: 20 minutes with a 3 minute reminder
○ On Zoom:

■ Randomly assigned to breakout groups
■ CNDLS moderator to assist
■ Jamboard to post your thoughts (link in chat shortly)

○ In Social Room:
■ Discuss with those at your table
■ Share key points on the post-its at tables 

● Share out



See 
handout

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WhBsXH76gtq7eOGrCWHZfMzOMofvPnGQoAVjsLLSXX0/edit


The Future of AI



Emerging Uses
Exploration
The U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
has created an autonomous robotic snake to explore Saturn’s 
moon, Enceladus. The snake uses cameras and lidar sensors to 
create a 3D map of its surroundings and can travel through a 
variety of harsh terrains.

Food delivery
Domino’s Pizza has partnered with Goggo 
Network, an autonomous delivery company, 
to test autonomous pizza delivery robots in 
the Madrid suburb of Alcobendas. The robots 
use cameras, radar, and ultrasound sensors 
to collect data on their surrounding 
environment and an AI system to navigate to 
customers’ locations and return to the store.

Medicine
Researchers at Harvard Medical School and the University of 
Copenhagen have created an AI system that can predict a 
patient’s risk of developing pancreatic cancer within the next 
three years. 

Officials in Milan, Italy have partnered with Bloomberg 
Philanthropies to install air quality sensors around the city. 
Officials will use the sensors to collect data on air pollution and 
inform future environmental policies.

Autonomous vehicles
May Mobility, a U.S.-based autonomous 
vehicle company, has partnered with Via, a 
U.S.-based public transportation company, 
to launch an autonomous shuttle service in 
Sun City, a retirement community in Arizona. 
Residents can use the shuttles to travel 
between recreation services, healthcare 
facilities, and shopping destinations.



Students of the Future
● KhanMigo – an AI writing coach 

which delivers a personalised 
and adaptive dialogue based 
experience very similar to that 
described by Bloom and others 
as a more optimal experience 
for students.

● Microsoft’s Reading Coach – 
enables teachers to facilitate 
real-time adaptive and 
personalised 1:1 learning for 
their students.

● COREGPT, coming soon, based 
on open access research.

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-labs
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/education-blog/introducing-reading-coach-for-personalized-practice-and-other/ba-p/3223533
https://blog.core.ac.uk/2023/03/17/core-gpt-combining-open-access-research-and-ai-for-credible-trustworthy-question-answering/


Writing with multiple inputs



Truth in Advertising?

Video - made entirely of AI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSewd6Iaj6I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDGknvJ55Ag


Campus-
wide Effort

Initiative on 
Pedagogical Use of 

Artificial 
Intelligence 

working group 



Podcast on 
Chat GPT 

& AI



Connect  
with Us

Interested in a 
Teaching Circle? 



Contact CNDLS
https://cndls.georgetown.edu

cndls@georgetown.edu
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